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Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority (LAHSA)
811 Wilshire Blvd., 6th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Attention: 

Heidi Marston, Executive Director, hmarston@lahsa.org
Victor Hinderliter, Acting Director, Access & Engagement, vhinderliter@lahsa.org

CC:        
                     
Rabbi Noah Farkas, LAHSA Commissioner, nfarkas@vbs.org
Mayor Eric Garcetti, mayor.helpdesk@lacity.org
Herb J. Wesson, councilmember.wesson@lacity.org
Mitch O’Farrell, councilmember.ofarrell@lacity.org
Mike Bonin, councilmember.bonin@lacity.org

Dear Heidi Marston and Victor Hinderliter:

I received your letter informing me that my employment with the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority was
terminated as of July 28, 2020. This was the first attempt at communication that any member of leadership has offered
since June 6, 2020 and was not preceded by any formal disciplinary action nor any stated reason for my termination. 

On June 5, 2020, I issued a letter to all staff members at LAHSA imploring this agency to end its partnerships with law
enforcement within outreach activities taken up by the Access & Engagement Department. This letter was only the most
recent of my many attempts at alerting management to the extreme moral implications and explicit contradictions with
LAHSA’s own policy that our team’s collaborations with law enforcement present. Each time I highlighted these problems I
received what appeared to be support for my concerns, affirmations that I was correct in my understanding that the use of
law enforcement, criminalization, and the presence of police during street based outreach was harmful to people
experiencing homelessness.

Victor, as one of my closest confidants within the organization, you and I had ongoing conversations about this in which
you regularly professed your own moral conflicts in participating in City programs that seek to use law enforcement
measures to mitigate homelessness. You proclaimed that the City Council had too much power over LAHSA’s operations,
sharing that the agency was under constant scrutiny by Council Members and the Mayor’s Office and implied that there
were threats of defunding should it take a firm position against the use of law enforcement to police unhoused people
forced to live in public spaces. You collaborated with me to make sure that advocates of the unhoused were aware of
shifts in enforcement postures. You supported me in principle when I created systems to document and replace the
belongings taken from our clients by LA Sanitation workers during CARE team visits. You sought my opinion when it came
to navigating the relationships between LAHSA’s leadership and the electeds and validated my values driven leadership.
On one such occasion, I remember receiving a text from you: “Trying to channel my inner Kristy at the Director’s
meeting right now. Wish you were going to be at this afternoon’s meeting to review our proposed values. Your
voice will be missed.” And when my colleague, Ashley Bennett was being called into disciplinary meetings after
participating in community organizing efforts on her own time, you shared with me that Mitch O’Farrell had made a
personal call to Heidi requesting Ashley’s termination. You emotionally expressed that you were distraught over this,
disagreed with the action to terminate her employment but that there was nothing you could do to prevent it.
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Because the above stated and so many more instances led me to trust your support for my concerns and your recognition
of all that is at stake for our clients it came as a shock to me that your response to my letter on June 5th was disciplinary
in nature. My letter was written in the wake of the murder of Mr. George Floyd at the hands of the Minneapolis Police
Department. The theft of this man’s life gave way to yet another surge of uprisings in defense of Black life and called into
question all individual and institutional investments in policing and law enforcement as mechanisms to maintain white
supremacy, making it apparently clear (yet again) that police violence and law enforcement policies systemically target
Black people. My ongoing concerns with LAHSA’s participation in programs like Cleaning And Rapid Engagement (CARE)
had always pointed to the fact that within the unhoused population Black people are grossly overrepresented and
therefore any use of law enforcement as a strategy to mitigate homelessness effectively targets Black people. This
statistical truth was not a matter of my personal opinion. This fact is reflective of LAHSA’s very own data and the Report
and Recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee on Black People Experiencing Homelessness out of which has been
born the agency’s own assertion regarding the 2020 Homeless Count that the results “come as protests across Los
Angeles and the nation force attention to the effects of systemic racism on policing and human services,
highlighting the alarming result that black people are four times more represented among people experiencing
homelessness than in the County population overall.” The summary goes on to say that these facts require “us to
center solutions in racial equity so that we can dismantle the legacy of racism that still shapes our region’s vast
inequalities of income, wealth, and opportunity.” Given the historical moment in which we are submerged and this
agency’s own stated commitments to racial justice, ending LAHSA’s complicity with racist law enforcement policies by
refusing to commit Homeless Engagement Team (HET) Members to CARE activities appeared to be an obvious and
logical step toward centering solutions to homelessness in racial equity. My letter, co-signed by Black Lives Matter LA,
Dignity and Power Now, Meztli Projects, Rev. Edward L. Anderson M.A., M. Div, and now nearly 10,000 community
members and homeless services providers was an invitation grounded in a belief that you come into this work from a
place of love and care for people harmed by systemic poverty and social inequity and that when given an opportunity to
transform this world such as the moment we are presently gifted, your expressed principles would compel you to grasp it.

Unfortunately, I was mistaken.

Instead of grasping this moment you chose to reprimand me, claiming that my letter hurt Black people on staff and
disparaged the work of my colleagues publicly. You chose to capitalize on what you know to be my most sacred devotion
– my commitment to the work of ending white supremacy – by implying that my actions actively replicated racist
harm. You omitted the fact of your prior knowledge that I was writing this letter, acquiring co-signatures, and planned to
send it to all staff at LAHSA and that you did not direct me not to send it but rather offered feedback designed to make my
efforts more impactful. And when I responded to your request for a meeting about this letter with a request for a written
agenda, two members of management staff present as witnesses, and the ability to record the meeting you did not reply.
And when it was apparent that I would not receive a reply to these requests with fair notice and informed you and other
members of leadership that I would be taking leave three days later, you again did not respond but immediately instructed
LAHSA's IT department to deactivate my access to organizational email and shared organizational files. I have since not
received any communication from you – until yesterday morning, indirectly, when I signed for an overnight letter delivered
by FedEx to my home informing me of my termination.

Heidi, as I have been with Victor I have always been transparent with you about my concerns with LAHSA’s collaboration
with law enforcement policies initiated by the City. When you initially occupied the position as Interim Executive Director
and invited staff to meet with you one on one, you and I had what seemed like a generative conversation about these
concerns. I was so encouraged upon walking into your office and seeing a poster hung in the window that read: YOU ARE
ON TONGVA LANDS (a poster coincidentally designed by Joel Garcia, the co-founder of one of my letter’s co-
signatories, Meztli Projects.) Seeing this poster in this space signaled to me that you must have an awareness of the
relationship between homelessness and the historical and ongoing impacts of the theft of Indigenous lands, the
displacement of Indigenous People and I naively assumed that our principles in this work must be in alignment. During
that meeting you listened to my testimony about the harm that LAHSA’s involvement in the CARE program was causing to
our clients and our staff. You committed yourself to working toward a solution to this. I informed you that I am ultimately
accountable to the relationships I have with our clients and community members with whom I stand in solidarity and that I
planned to continue advocating for this change. You asked me to create concrete proposals for how we might do things
differently. And then in late January when the Los Angeles Department of Sanitation (LASAN) issued a report clarifying
the primary goals of the CARE program as the enforcement of LAMC 56.11 I sent you and others in leadership a sincere
request that LAHSA take steps to resist complicity with policing by ending the agency’s participation in the program. In
that request I cited LAHSA’s own policy, the Guidance on Principles and Practices for Local Responses to Unsheltered
Homelessness that explicitly states that criminalization and “sweeps” harm unhoused people and actively prevent the end
of homelessness. You thanked me for my letter, Victor affirmed that LAHSA’s participation was problematic. And after
writing that email I maintained regular communication with you about these issues, frequently offering to support initiatives
around equity and racial justice, to volunteer outside of my regular job duties for any work of the agency that would help to
create this change. To those offers you thanked me for my leadership and directed me to continue illuminating these
concerns because they were also held by so many others on staff.

It has since been made very clear that our principles are not in alignment. I maintain that it is of critical importance that I
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actively work to hold you accountable. You see, you and I are connected historically as we are both white women in the
field of social services. White women have played an important role in upholding white supremacy through our benefit
from and complicity with racist power structures, leaning heavily on the assumption of our innocence and good intentions.
In part this assumption is reinforced through our signaling of “good” or “progressive” politics such as the poster you hang
in your office acknowledging that we are on Tongva Lands and your recent Tweets citing “anti-racism” and “BLM” (Black
Lives Matter). The problem here is not that you claim support for these things but rather that your white womanhood
makes it so that all you are required to do is “signal” your support without ever having to change your behavior or make
different choices as your presumed good intentions will grant you the benefit of the doubt and an unquestioned belief in
your ethics and goodness. This is harmful on an individual level of course but when it is scaled up and plays out within
your executive leadership of the lead agency tasked with ending homelessness, the homelessness that systemically
harms Black people at higher rates than other members of our communities — it is deadly.

Today I am tasked with the seemingly futile work of figuring out why exactly you chose to terminate my employment with
the Los Angeles Homeless Services Authority as your notification did not include any specific reasons for my dismissal. I
can only make educated guesses: Was it the letter I sent on June 5? Was it the press coverage of the calls for
LAHSA to dissolve partnerships with law enforcement? Was it a request made by Mitch O’Farrell after I critiqued
his practices publicly as was the case with Ashley Bennett’s termination? Or was it my public ask that you speak
out against the restart of CARE clean-ups in special enforcement zones around A Bridge Home facilities? If in fact
it is one or all of these things then my termination constitutes retaliation for dissident speech, my speech which at no point
has violated any of LAHSA’s employment policies however resulted in a sudden loss of income and health insurance for
me and my family during a pandemic while I am on Covid related FMLA leave and my separation from a job in which I
have devoted many hours of labor and love toward my deep commitment to work toward ending homelessness. 

We have yet to discover the official events leading up to my termination. However, in the meantime there are some pieces
of good news, Victor and Heidi: it is not too late. You are reading this email right now and you have a whole day ahead of
you full of opportunities to make different choices.

Some of those choices include:

To take the lead as an agency by immediately refusing to comply with the LA City Council decision to resume
CARE/CARE+, SECZ clean-ups in Special Enforcement Zones around A Bridge Home facilities;
To take the lead as an agency on honor this agency's own guidance and policy by permanently ending LAHSA’s
participation in the CARE/CARE+ and HOST programs and publicly commit to non-compliance with any future
programs that utilize law enforcement as a strategy for mitigating the homelessness crisis, diverting the LAHSA
staff currently assigned to these roles to proactive outreach teams;
To make a public demand and take the lead as an agency for any public funding that is currently allocated to
police through the aforementioned programs and any LAHSA outreach programs that include police to be put
toward expanding services and personnel within the Access & Engagement Department including experts in Legal
Advocacy, Medical/Mental Health Clinicians, Re-Entry Services, and Medical System Navigation Experts;
To make a public demand and take the lead as an agency on the creation of a transparent system of reporting
and accountability that will track the daily requests made by elected officials and their staff to LAHSA’s Access &
Engagement Department and the Unified Homelessness Response Center (UHRC) for the purposes of deploying
Homeless Engagement Team Members to locations throughout the City. Currently requests for these deployments
are issued to LAHSA leadership and personnel at the UHRC on an ad hoc basis via email or phone call to
individuals, or verbal request. The absence of a formal accountability system to track these requests allows Elected
Officials to use the Access & Engagement Department’s resources at their own discretion without the requirement
of justifying the use of these resources, allowing elected officials to target specific locations and unhoused people
at the request of housed constituents effectively weaponizing outreach services as a part of larger strategies for the
use of law enforcement and criminalization of unhoused people to mitigate unsheltered homelessness. Through
this reporting and accountability system elected officials and their staff must formally submit requests for the
deployment of LAHSA Homeless Engagement Team Members, indicate and justify on an accessible public record
the reason for each request, and these requests must be centrally located and organized in a format that is
available for review by the public including the unhoused individuals that are subject of these outreach
deployments.
To make a public demand and take the lead as an agency for the establishment of the Commission of People
Experiencing Homelessness (motion presented by Bonin, June 28, 2020), including in this initiative the removal of
the power of oversight of LAHSA’s outreach funding from LA City Council, placing this decision-making power in
the hands of this new commission while also granting Commissioners with Lived Experience the ability to approve
or reject any City sanctioned and funded programs which propose to systemically mitigate unsheltered
homelessness. (eg: CARE, CARE+, HOPE, HOST programs)

And the final bit of good news I will leave you with is that this Movement for Black Lives that has so profoundly influenced
my work since its inception and the galvanization of a global movement, presenting these demands to divest from policing
and invest radically and tangibly in community care are so brilliantly founded on what Dr. Melina Abdullah, co-founder of
the Los Angeles Chapter of Black Lives Matter cites as the “center of many progressive social movements like Black
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Lives Matter, which is the inherent nature of human dignity, and the duty to fight against injustice and oppression
that threatens that inherent dignity.” Going on to say that “…the interplay of our spiritual beliefs and our politics
[is] where that's formed. And it reminds me of a quote from civil rights activist Grace Lee Boggs; she said
something like to make a revolution, people must not only struggle against existing institutions, they must make
a spiritual leap and to have a deeper connection with their humanity. In order to transform the world, they must
transform themselves.” The generosity of this ethos not only provides an entryway into the transformation of the
conditions that shape and protect Black life – but it also invites you into the personal and political transformation that will
lead you to make courageous choices, using your positions of power and privilege to change the conditions of this world,
today.

I hope for you that you join this beloved community to make that spiritual leap.

With love and solidarity,
in defense of Black life,
in the promise of Black futures,

and best wishes in your future endeavors,

Kristy Lovich

Mountain House, Co-Founder
MLA Candidate, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Forthcoming, 2023
MFA, University of California Irvine, 2019
BFA, Art Center College of Design, 2013

Contact:
kristy.lovich@gmail.com | www.klovich.com | 323.636.7138

I write this letter to you from my home that sits atop unceded land of which the Tongva people are the original stewards.
As a settler-descendent and cultural worker with membership of many communities within what is now known as Los
Angeles, it is with deep gratitude that I am committed to uplifting the name of this land — Yaangna— the community
members from this Nation, those members among other Tribal Nations Indigenous to this continent who work and live
alongside me, honoring the ancestry of these lands to which I am responsible. 


